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HANDOUT #21 TAX FREE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS (TFSA) 

Tax Free Savings Accounts are in a way similar to a Guaranteed Investment Certificates 
that are issued by a bank. You have the option of how long you want to place the money 
in the account. This length of time may affect the interest rate paid. The advantage of a 
TFSA is that you pay no taxes on the interest earned. Beginning in 2013, you can put a 
maximum of $5,500 per year into such an account with the exception of the first year 
when you can contribute the previous year's entitlement. In 2013, this would be $5,000 
for a maximum total of $10,500. If you open your first TFSA in 2014 or subsequent 
years, the total amount would be $11,000. There is no tax deduction for the principal you 
put into such an account nor is there a tax payable on the deposit or the interest when you 
withdraw it. Funds can be rolled over in the account. There is no date by which they must 
be withdrawn. 

The $5,500 limit is indexed to inflation but will only rise by $500 amounts. 

If you withdraw money from your TFSA in one year that amount will carry over to the 
next year to increase your contribution limit. Indeed if you skip contributing in a year, the 
$5,500 is added to your room in the following year. HOWEVER, if you contribute 
$5,500 in a year, then withdraw several thousand dollars of this later in that same year, 
you cannot put it back in the same year. You have to wait for the following year when the 
amount you withdrew is added to your contribution limit. If you do put it back in, you 
will in fact be taxed at the rate of 1 % per month for every dollar over the maximum 
allowed that you put in. 

Under proposed legislation, starting January 1, 2016, the annual TFSA dollar limit for 
2016 will decrease from $10,000 to $5,500 and will be subject to indexation.

In times like now with interest rates low, there is only a minor benefit to this instrument 
but if interest rates should rise considerably, they would be more attractive. Nevertheless, 
even today it will pay more interest than a regular bank account. Much like a Guaranteed 
Investment Certificate ( GIC ), the interest rate will vary by how many years you lock in 
the funds. The advantage over a GIC is that the interest is not taxable. 
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Handout# 22 REVERSE MORTGAGES 

The commercials on TV would have you believe that a reverse mortgage leads to living 
happily ever after. Unfortunately, the reality is that it can be more like living out your 
life in the misery of great debt. If you are considering a reverse mortgage, please, think 
again, and again and again! There are better options for almost everyone. 

What is a reverse mortgage? 

A reverse mortgage is a loan on which the interest accumulates and is compounded. 
Unlike a normal loan there are no payments. Thus the loan becomes larger every month. 

A reverse mortgage has been described as a way for the bank to buy your home. 
Although you are allowed to live in your home while 'the bank is buying' it, you may not 
retain full ownership in some cases. You will be restricted by the lender's conditions. 

A reverse mortgage is a loan that is designed for homeowners 60 years of age and older 
(if you have a spouse, the age qualification applies to both of you). A reverse mortgage is 
secured by the equity in the home, which is the portion of the home's value that is debt
free. It allows homeowners to obtain cash, without having to sell their home. Not all 
lenders offer reverse mortgages. 

How does it work? 

Unlike an ordinary mortgage, you don't have to make any regular or lump sum payments 
on a reverse mortgage. Instead, the interest on your reverse mortgage accumulates, 
and the equity that you have in your home decreases with time. If you sell your 
house or your home is no longer your principal residence, you must repay the loan 
and any interest that has accumulated. 
The loan usually amounts to between 10 and 35 percent of the current value of your 
house. However, you must pay off any outstanding loans that are secured by your home 
with the funds you receive from your reverse mortgage. 

Disadvantages of a reverse mortgage 

• Reverse mortgages are subject to higher interest rates than most other types of
mortgages.

• The equity you hold in your home will decrease as the interest on your reverse
mortgage accumulates over the years.

• At your death, your estate will have to repay the loan and interest in full within a
limited time. The time required to settle an estate can often exceed the time
allowed to repay a reverse mortgage

• Since the principal and interest will be repaid to the lender at your death, there
will be less money to leave to your heirs.
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HANDOUT#23 

10 QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR FINANCIAL PLANNER 

You may be seeking help from a financial planner for a number of reasons: planning for 
retirement, finding the best way to finance a new home, saving for children's education or 
simply to get help putting finances in order. Whatever your needs, working with a 
financial planner can be a helpful step in securing your financial future. 

Finding the right planner is extremely important because your choice will almost 
certainly affect your financial future. These questions will help you interview and 
evaluate several financial planners to find a competent, qualified professional with whom 
you feel comfortable and whose business style suits your financial needs. 

Think of interviewing a potential planner as similar to interviewing a person who is 
applying for a job you've posted. In a way, they are-they want to be your personal 
money manager! And you need to ask the right questions to see if this person is ethical 
and competent to handle the responsibility of managing your financial future. 

Don't be afraid to ask these and any other questions you feel need a full and open answer. 
Any professional will welcome them. 

1. What are your qualifications?

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

What experience do you have?

What services do you offer?

What is your approach to financial planning?

Will you be the only person working with me?

How will I pay for your services?

How much do you typically charge?

Could anyone besides me benefit from your recommendations?

Are you regulated by any organization?

Can I have it in writing?

1. What are your qualifications?

Financial planning is a detailed, comprehensive process. It requires hands-on experience 

and a strong technical understanding of topics such as personal tax planning, insurance, 

investments, retirement planning and estate planning - and how a recommendation in one 

area can affect the others. 

Ask the planner what her qualifications are to offer financial advice and if, in fact, she is 

a qualified planner. Ask what training she has successfully completed. Ask what steps 

she takes to keep up with changes and developments in the financial planning field and 

the financial services industry at large. 
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Ask whether she holds any professional credentials or designations. Certified Financial 
Planner certification, which.is recognized internationally as the mark of the competent, 
ethical, professional financial planner, is held by almost 17,500 people across Canada. 

2. What experience do you have?

Experience is an important consideration in choosing any professional. Ask how long the 
planner has been in practice, the number and types of firms with which he has been 
associated, and how his work experience relates to his current practice. Inquire about 
what experience the planner has in dealing with people in similar situations to yours and 
whether he has any specialized training. Choose a financial planner who has at least two 
years experience counseling individuals on their financial needs. 

3. What services do you offer?

The services a financial planner offers will vary and depend on her credentials, 
registration, areas of expertise and the organization for which she works. Some planners 
offer financial planning advice on a range of topics but do not sell financial products. 
Others may provide advice only in specific areas such as estate planning or taxation. 
Those who sell financial products such as insurance, stocks, bonds and mutual funds, or 
who give investment advice, must be registered with provincial regulatory authorities and 
may have specialized designations in these areas of expertise. 

4. What is your approach to financial planning?

The types of services a financial planner will provide vary from organization to 
organization. Some planners prefer to develop detailed financial plans encompassing all 
of a client's financial goals. Others choose to work in specific areas such as taxation, 
estate planning, insurance and investments. Ask whether the individual deals only with 
clients with specific net worth and income levels, and whether the planner will help you 
implement the plan she develops or refer you to others who will do so. 

5. Will you be the only person working with me?

It is quite common for a financial planner to work with others in his organization to 
develop and implement financial planning recommendations. Financial planners often 
work with other professionals, like lawyers and accountants. You may want to meet 
everyone who will be working with you. 

6. How will I pay for your services?

Your planner should disclose in writing how she will be paid for the services she will 
provide. Planners can be paid in several ways: 

Commission: The planner is compensated if you purchase financial products to 
implement a financial planning recommendation. In some cases, the commission is paid 
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by the suppliers of financial products such as an insurance company. In other cases, you 

pay the commission, for example, if you buy shares of a publicly traded company. 

Commissions are usually a percentage of the amount you invest in a product. 

Salary: The company for which the planner works pays the planner a salary. The 

planner's employer may get its revenues from fees paid by clients such as yourself or in 

commissions paid by clients making a purchase, or by the suppliers of financial products. 

Fee-for-service: Planners paid on a fee-for-service basis may charge an hourly rate, set a 

flat rate for a specific service or be paid a fee based on a percentage of assets or income. 

In some cases, compensation would be a mix of fee and commission. You should also ask 

if the planner or organization receives any benefit other than commission, such as 

advertising and promotion subsidies, from suppliers of financial products. 

7. How much do you typically charge?
Although the amount you pay the planner depends on your particular needs, the financial 

planner should be able to provide you with an estimate of possible costs based on the 

work to be performed. Such costs would include the planner's hourly rates or flat fees, or 

the percentage he would receive as commission on products you may purchase as part of 

the financial planning recommendations. 

8. Could anyone besides me benefit from your recommendations?
Ask the planner to provide you with a description of her conflicts of interest in writing, 

for instance, any business relationship with the companies or ownership interest in any 

company that supplies financial products sold by the planner and the planner's employer. 

9. Are you regulated by any organization?

Financial planners who sell financial products such as securities and insurance or who 

provide investment advice are regulated by provincial regulatory authorities and may also 

subscribe to a code of ethics through a professional association. Individuals in the 

accounting and legal professions are usually members of professional bodies that govern 

their fields. Planners who hold CFP® certification are subject to disciplinary proceedings 

of Financial Planners Standards Council, the body that enforces that CFP Code of Ethics. 

It's a fair question to ask if he has ever been the subject of disciplinary action by any 

regulatory body or industry association. You can verify the answer by contacting the 

relevant organization; some organizations have a searchable function on their websites, 

such as the. Check a CFP Professional tool on this website. 

Ask the financial planner whether he subscribes to a professional code of ethics such as 

the Certified Financial Planner Code of Ethics. 
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10. Can I have it in writing?

Ask the planner to provide you with a written agreement that details the services that will 

be provided. Keep this document in a secure place, for future reference. 

************************** 

The above is taken from the Financial Planning Standards Council. 
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HANDOUT# 24 ELDER ABUSE: FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION 

Elder abuse comes in many forms: physical, emotional or psychological, sexuai, neglect, 
financial exploitation and systemic. Be aware of all of these types of abuse, whether 
directed at you or someone else. Threats, assaults, forcible confinement, intimidation, 
humiliation and robbery are all types of elder abuse. As crimes against seniors are under 
reported they become more attractive to criminals. Report all abuse to the police. 

This section only deals with financial exploitation. 

The Senior as a Fraud Target 

Criminals see seniors as easy targets. We are likely to have a 'nest egg', own a home and 
have good credit. We were taught to be polite and often find it difficult to say "no" or to 
hang up. We hesitate to report being scammed out of shame or fear that we will be 
deemed incompetent. We may feel insecure about the accuracy of our memory. We are 
also more susceptible to products that aid memory, virility, physical condition, anti
ageing or claim to prevent diseases such as cancer. 

Most at risk are: 
• women,
• those between 80 and 89 and
• those living alone.

Financial abuse of seniors increases during holiday times. 

Who would take advantage of me? 

Just over half of elder fraud cases involve strangers. Others involve family, friends, 
caregivers and neighbours. Most perpetrators are men, but more than 30% are women. 

How will I be approached? 

The most common ways for a con artist to contact you are telemarketing, direct mail, 
knocking on your door or gaining entry to your home under false pretences. 

Some common Fraud Schemes 

Prizes 

You are told that you have won a valuable prize, an expensive holiday or a lot of money. 
To claim the "free" prize you are told to send money to cover taxes, shipping, delivery or 
some surcharge. Don't do it. In Canada there are no taxes on prizes or lottery winnings. 
In most cases there is no prize. When a prize does exist it is something like cheap 
jewellery or electronics worth far less than you are asked to pay. 
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Investments 
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You might be encouraged to invest in gemstones, annuities, bonds, stocks, precious 
metals or real estate, all with very high rates of return. If these 'investments' exist at all, 
they are probably fake gems or uninhabitable real estate. 

Charitable Contributions 

Scam artists play on our desire to help others, but they are collecting for non-existent 
charities or religious organizations. The scam artist's only 'charity" is herself! 

Home Repairs 

Someone may knock on your door to warn you about a serious problem they have noticed 
on your roof. Common frauds include driveway resurfacing, waterproofing and pest 
control as well as roofing. The fraudsters usually ask for an advanced deposit. Their 
work will not be completed, may not be done at all or will be substandard. 

When you have repairs done, work with a reputable company that is established and 
licensed in your community. Check references and check with the Better Business 
Bureau. Home repairs should not be paid in full until the work is completed 
satisfactorily. 

Car Repairs 

These work the same as home repairs. If told you need "emergency" repairs, consult 
your own mechanic or dealership. 

Loans and Mortgages 

Seniors experiencing cash flow problems may be offered loans at exorbitant rates, often 
with hidden fees or your home as security. 

Talk to your local Credit Union. Do not borrow at rates you cannot afford. 

Health, Funeral and Life Insurance 

Con artists offer policies that you don't need. They offer coverage you already have. 
They may cover things paid for by public health insurance. The companies they claim to 
represent might not exist. 

If you believe your insurance to be inadequate or out of date, talk to your own insurance 
broker or phone a reputable and established company. Beware of sound alike names. 
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Health Remedies 

Older people often have health problems; this makes them vulnerable to people selling 
ineffective remedies and miracle cures. 

Discuss all remedies with your physician, pharmacist or other health professional. 

I Need Your Help 

These come in many forms: 
• The best known is the Nigerian prince/diplomat/businessman who asks to use

your bank account to move money out of his country. In return for your account
information, he promises you a percentage of the vast amount he will be
transferring.

• Another is the bank officer who needs help to catch a dishonest employee. He
may ask you to make a large withdrawal and give it to him as you leave the bank.

• Someone claiming to be from your credit card company may ask for account
details for what seems like a very serious reason.

Remember: banks, credit unions and credit card companies never ask for your 
information over the phone or via the internet. 

The hardest to resist "I need help" scheme may be the Grandchild needs help. Someone 
posing as your grandson's friend says the child is in jail or in hospital in some other city, 
and needs a few thousand dollars to get out. You are asked to wire money but not to tell 
his parents. This often works because many grandparents side with their grandchildren 
against the parents. The real reason they don't want you to contact the parent is that the 
child is safe at home. 

Internet. Fraud 

Internet fraud is easy to commit, and perpetrators are hard to find. Gaining restitution is 
close to impossible. When it comes to the internet, the safest rule is "Trust no one." 
Many of the scams listed above are committed over the internet, but the internet con artist 
has created even more ways to part you from your money, use your credit to her 
advantage at your expense, and steal your identity. Here are some additional fraudulent 
schemes. 

Auction Fraud 

Criminals use legitimate Auction sites such as e-Bay for nefarious purposes. Auction 
fraud artists offer high-demand products. They may offer easy payment, half now, half 
on delivery. But, once they have your money, you do not receive the product, or, if you 
do, it will be some inferior copy worth only a small percent of what you paid. 
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Watch out for two major clues: 
• A request for a wire transfer. These funds can be picked up anywhere in the

world. You have little recourse if money is sent via wire transfer.
• A request that you send the money to somewhere other than Canada or the US.

There might be a good reason given: I had to come to my sick mother in Europe
or, I owe this to my partner in Romania. At this point, just say no.

Credit Card Fraud 

Your credit card information might be stolen from an unsecured website, purchased from 
a dealer of such information or obtained by identity theft. Never give credit card 
information online, except to a site that is secure, known and reputable. Most reputable 
businesses will let you phone your order and your credit information to them. It may be 
old fashioned, but information given by phone is more secure. 

Debt elimination 

A website may advertise that they will eliminate or reduce your loans and credit card 
debt. To do this, tht::y need the loan particulars, your personal information, power of 
attorney to act on your behalf and an up-front fee of $1500 - $2,000. The risk of identity 
theft is extremely high as they have all you personal information, and there is the loss of 
the money you have sent them. 

Shame or embarrassment might make a website's anonymity enticing, but don't go there. 
If you are in a bad situation, ask your credit union about credit counseling. 

Employment/Business Opportunities 

Fraudulent companies advertise work-at-home positions on legitimate employment sites. 
They often pose as foreign companies seeking workers in Canada. If the position 
involves re-shipping or reselling merchandise, stay away from it. 

Some scams seek affiliates to sell high-end electronics for foreign companies at low 
prices on well-known internet auction sites. The affiliate collects payment and pays the 
company (by wire transfer), then the company is supposed to deliver the product. If the 
product is not delivered, the affiliate who accepted payment may be the subject oflegal 
action and find the 'foreign company' has disappeared. 

Some phoney employment ads seek re-shippers. The job is to receive parcels and 
forward them to overseas addresses. But, the contents of the packages have been 
purchased with fraudulent credit cards. You may' be caught and held responsible. 
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Recruiting for re-shippers is also done through chat rooms. Someone establishes a 
friendship, then asks you to ship parcels to an overseas relative for them. Again, you will 
be sending goods purchased with stolen credit card information. 

Spoofing and Phishing 

Spoofing: sending a forged email that seems to come from someone other than the real 
sender. 

Phishing: sending an email which tries to get you to send back personal and sensitive 
information, e.g., bank information, passwords and credit card details. 

Used together, th� combination is an ideal way to steal your identity. Big money can be 
made from selling this information to other scarnmers and thieves. 

How can I protect myself? 

Remember: 
• If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is
• Testimonials and/or celebrity endorsements are often misleading.
• Beware of products that are marketed as having no side effects.
• Always consult your doctor before taking dietary or nutritional supplements.
• Never give out your Social Insurance Number, driver's license number or date of

birth. These make identity theft easy for a criminal.

If you hear these--or similar-"lines" from a telephone salesperson,just say "No, thank 
you," and hang up: 

• "You must act now, or the offer won't be good."
• "You've won a free gift, vacation, or prize," but must pay "postage and handling"

or other charges.
• "You must send money, give a credit card or bank account number, or have a

cheque picked up by courier." You may hear this before you have had a chance to
consider the offer carefully.

• "You can't afford to miss this high-profit, no-risk offer."

Words to the wise: 
• Don't buy from an unfamiliar company.
• Always ask for and wait until you receive written material about any offer or

charity. Beware-not everything written down is true.
• Always check out unfamiliar companies with your local consumer protection

agency or Better Business Bureau.
• Obtain a salesperson's name, business identity, telephone number, street address,

mailing address, and business license number before you transact business. Some
con artists give out false names, telephone numbers, addresses, and business
license numbers. Verify the accuracy of these items.
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• Before you give money to a charity or make an investment, find out what
percentage of the money is paid in commissions and what percentage actually
goes to the charity or investment.

• Before you send money, ask yourself a simple question. "What guarantee do I
really have that this solicitor will use my money in the manner we agreed upon?"

• Don't pay in advance for services. Pay services orily after they are delivered.
• Be wary of companies that want to send a messenger to your home to pick up

money, claiming it is part of their service to you. In reality, they are taking your
money without leaving any trace of who they are or where they can be reached.

• Always take your time making a decision. Legitimate companies won't pressure
you to make a snap decision.

• Don't pay for a "free prize." If a caller tells you the payment is for taxes, he or she
is violating federal law.

• Be sure to talk over big investments offered by telephone salespeople with a
trusted friend, family member, or financial advisor. It's never rude to wait and
think about an offer.

• Never respond to an offer you don't understand thoroughly.
• Never send money or give out personal information such as credit card numbers

and expiration dates, bank account numbers, dates of birth, or social security
numbers to unfamiliar companies or unknown persons.

• Be aware that your personal information is often brokered to telemarketers
through third parties.

• If you have been victimized once, be wary of persons who call offering to help.
you recover your losses for a fee paid in advance.

• If you have information about a fraud, report it to police.
• Do not respond to unsolicited advertisements.
• Do not sign anything that you do not fully understand.

Specifically for Internet Fraud Protection 
• Don't give your social insurance number or driver's license number to the seller.
• Don't judge a person or co.rp.pany by their website. Flashy websites can be set up

quickly.
• Don't respond to unsolicited e-mail.
• Be cautious when dealing with individuals or companies from outside Canada.
• If possible, purchase items online using your credit card, because you can often

dispute the charges if something goes wrong.
• Don't give out your credit card number online unless the site is a secure and

reputable. Sometimes a tiny icon of a padlock appears to symbolize a higher level of
security to transmit data. This icon is not a guarantee of a secure site, but provides
some assurance.

• Don't trust a site just because it claims to be secure.
• Purchase merchandise directly from the individual/company that holds the trademark,

copyright, or patent.
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Don't respond to individuals representing themselves as Nigerian or foreign 
government officials asking for your help in placing large sums of money in overseas 
bank accounts. 
Do not believe the promise of large sums of money for your cooperation . 
Guard your account information carefully . 
Don't transfer funds by wire transfer . 

Power of Attorney 

Seniors need to be cautious about whom they trust with their financial information. It is 
wise to have a back-up in case you become incapable of doing financial transactions. 
This is done through a "Power of Attorney". However, remember that this power is 
effective the day you sign it, not the day you have a stroke or are otherwise incapacitated. 
Some people trusted with a power of attorney, including some family members, have 
abused this power. There is no perfect safeguard against such abuse but we need to keep 
it in mind. 

Where can I turn? 

A number of government and non-government agencies assist those who are suffering 
from elder abuse. Only 4 provinces in 2012 had a network for this service. Where none 
exists, you should contact your United Way which could provide you with agencies in 
your community to assist in the problem. 

Canadian Network for Prevention of Elder Abuse 
http://www.cnpea.ca/ 

The Ontario site has far better links to other services. See: The Ontario Network for the 
Prevention of Elder Abuse 

http://www.onpea.org/ 

British Columbia: BC Centre for Elder Advocacy and Support 
http://bcceas.ca/who-we-are/ 

Alberta: Alberta Government Human Services 
http://child.alberta.ca/home/1220.cfm 

Manitoba: Manitoba Network for the Prevention of Abuse to Older Adults 
http ://www.olderadultabuse.mb.ca/ 
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